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										With over 200 dedicated professionals, Beijing East IP has helped a full spectrum of clients – from startups to Fortune 500 corporations to domestic multinational companies – on their intellectual property issues in China.
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									Industries
									
										Since we started in 2002, Beijing East IP has grown from a small seed to a big tree covering most of the matured and emerging industries in China.
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									Practices
									
										Beijing East IP provides services for patents, trademarks, copyright to domain name, trade secrets, and all other IP matters. Our recent addition of othe Patent Information Counseling team helps clients with their IP transaction issues in China.
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									News & Events
									
										We cordially invite you to learn more about Beijing East IP through our firm news, updates, events, and publications. Treasures of the latest Chinese intellectual property developments can also be found through our selected annual case reviews and the latest industry news.
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									Laws & Topics
									
										Chinese government’s non-stop efforts to improve the Chinese intellectual property legal system can be found here, as well as important China intellectual property topics.
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													East IP is pleased to announce the expansion of its trademark and IP enforcement practices with the arrival of two new teams, including SIPS, a market-leading IP firm based in Hong Kong, founded by Joe Simone, and a team of six partners with 36 professionals led by Jimmy Huang Jingwen, from the Beijing office of a top Chinese law firm.

												

											

										

									

								

							

							

			
				
					
						BEIP was Invited to Annotate on the SPC’s Annual Report on IP Cases (2015)
	China IP Protections Nutshell Videos
	PHOTOSHOP: WELL-KNOWN MARK IN CHINA
	Dr. Liaoteng Wang joins Beijing East IP as the Managing Partner in Silicon Valley Office 
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									  East IP is pleased to announce the expansion of its trademark and IP enforcement practices with the arrival of two new teams, including SIPS, a market-leading IP firm based in Hong Kong, founded by Joe Simone, and a team of six partners with 36 professionals led by Jimmy Huang Jingwen, from the Beijing office […]

								

							
						
	
							
								
									China’s new punitive damages system bolsters protection against trademark infringement

								

								
									China’s new punitive damages system bolsters protection against trademark infringement

								

							
						
	
							
								
									BEIJING EAST IP LTD assists Chinese company in successfully resolving complaints on Amazon in Japan

								

								
									Recently, BEIJING EAST IP LTD assisted a Chinese sports equipment company to successfully solve the problem that its products sold on Amazon in Japan were complained by competitors for infringing Japanese design patent, and quickly lifted the delisting punishment.
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Weekly China Brand Protection News

April 10, 2024

1. The SPC held that the burden of proof for individual retailers’ legitimate source defense should be moderately reduced

Nature Republic Co., Ltd. (“Nature Republic”) is the exclusive licensee of the “NA YI QI ER in Chinese” mark with reg. no. 9481384 (license term: Jan. 1, 2018 to June 5, 2022, said mark was later assigned to Nature Republic in 2020). Nature Republic sued Jianglin Cosmetics Store (“Jianglin”) for trademark infringement. Jianglin argued that the evidence it submitted could prove that the alleged infringing goods came from legitimate sources, and that it had exercised reasonable care during the purchase of the alleged infringing goods and should not be liable for compensation. The first and second instance courts did not recognize Jianglin’s legitimate source defense and ruled that Jianglin should stop the infringement and compensate Nature Republic for reasonable legal costs and economic losses of RMB10,000 (USD1,383). The Supreme People’s Court held in retrial that the review of the objective elements of the legitimate source defense should proceed from the original legislative intention and comprehensively consider factors such as the market position of the seller, the rights holder’s legal costs, market transaction habits, and lay a reasonable burden of proof on retailers. Here, Jianglin, as an individual retailer, has a weak position in market activities and its trading methods are usually more flexible. Its burden of proof to prove legitimate sources should be appropriately reduced, and the completeness of the formal requirements for evidence should not be too stringent. The chain of transactions shown in the product distribution contracts, outbound orders, inbound orders and other documented evidence is complete and in line with general trading practices. Its source of supply has been proven legitimate. Therefore, the evidence can carefully prove that Jianglin obtained the accused infringing goods through legal channels. As an individual industrial and commercial owner, Jianglin has a small business scale and low professionalism. The bar to determine its ability as to understand whether the goods he sells is infringement should not be too high. Based on the evidence in the case, it can be inferred that it did not know and should not have known that the goods it sold were infringing goods, and there was no subjective fault. Therefore, Jianglin has completed its burden of proving that the accused infringing goods have a legitimate source and that it has exercised reasonable care. Its legitimate source defense is satisfied and it should not be liable for compensation.

2. The distinctiveness of a registered trademark is not a consideration in determining similar trademarks

Jinjia SU is the applicant of the “[image: ]” mark with app. No. 32253377 (“Disputed Mark”). Beijing Xiaoguncha Co., Ltd. (“Xiaoguancha”) filed an opposition against the Disputed Mark based on its prior marks such as “[image: ]” and “[image: ].” Jinjia SU argued that the word “Xiaoguancha in Chinese” in Xiaoguancha’s prior marks lacked distinctiveness, and the scope of protection should match its distinctiveness and should not hinder the legitimate use of other market entities. After trial, the Beijing High Court determined that the distinctiveness of the words “Xiaoguancha in Chinese” is not a factor to consider in determining whether a disputed mark and the cited marks constitute similar trademarks. If the distinctiveness of cited marks is overemphasized and later marks allowed to be registered by adding other elements to the cited marks that have been allowed, it will be seen as a direct denial of the validity of the cited marks when judging similarity. This practice not only indirectly invalidated the cited marks, damages the cited mark owner’s rights, and impacts the trademark registration order. The cited marks in this case have been approved for registration, and their validity should be respected. Therefore, Su’s lack of distinctiveness argument cannot be supported.
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Weekly China Brand Protection News

April 2, 2024

1. Unauthorized labeling of “Supervised by the Palace Museum” on alcohol products constitutes unfair competition

Recently, the Palace Museum discovered that a Sichuan liquor company and a Beijing trading company used the words “Supervised by the Palace Museum” in the process of promoting and selling alcohol products. The Palace Museum filed a lawsuit against them alleging unfair competition.

The first instance court found that the actions of the Sichuan liquor company and the Beijing trading company constituted unfair competition, and ordered them to compensate the Palace Museum for its economic losses and reasonable expenses. The defendants appealed to the Beijing IP Court. The Beijing IP Court affirmed the lower court’s finding that the defendants’ action constituted unfair competition but adjusted the compensation amount based on new evidence.

Regarding the issue of whether the use of the words “Supervised by the Palace Museum” on the alleged goods and the related publicity in the online store constituted unfair competition, the Beijing IP Court found that:

Article 6 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law stipulates that operators shall not use without authorization the names of other enterprises, social organizations, or persons that have certain influence to cause people to mistakenly believe that the goods are from others or that they have a specific connection with others. Regarding the use of the words “Supervised by the Palace Museum” on the alleged infringing products, the evidence can prove that the production dates marked in the online store were after the expiration of the supervision agreement involved. After the expiration, the Sichuan liquor company continued to label its liquor products with the words “Supervised by Palace Museum,” which includes the full name of the Palace Museum, without the authorization or permission. Even though the Sichuan liquor company continued using the packaging design and product promotion style which were authorized during the supervision agreement period, but the words “Supervised by the Palace Museum” will not only make consumers believe that the Palace Museum supervises the packaging design and product promotion of the alleged infringing goods, it will inevitably make the public mistakenly believes that this product is closely related to the Palace Museum, or that the Sichuan liquor company still has a cooperative relationship with the Palace Museum on alcohol products, etc. This is obviously a case of obtaining unfair competitive advantages and commercial interests by taking advantage of the popularity of the Palace Museum. At the same time, it also caused damage to the reputation and business interests of the Palace Museum, constituting unfair competition as stipulated in Article 6 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. In addition, the Sichuan liquor company claimed that the words “Supervised by the Palace Museum” are not in a prominent position, however, combined with the relevant publicity of the allegedly infringing products, consumers will inevitably pay attention to the relationship between the allegedly infringing products and the Palace Museum. The allegedly products and its packaging will objectively cause confusion and misunderstanding. Whether they are in a prominent position does not affect the determination of unfair competition.

Article 8 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law stipulates that operators shall not make false or misleading commercial publicity about the performance, functions, quality, sales status, user reviews, honors, etc. of their products to deceive or mislead consumers. The first instance court found that the online store involved in the case repeatedly mentioned the Palace Museum in the “Historical Events” in the product details, showed the authorization letter issued by the Palace Museum in January 2007, and highlighted the “designated liquor of the Palace Museum in the past five hundred years” along with other content, which constitutes false propaganda as stipulated in Article 8 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. Regarding such promotions, the mention of the history of the Palace Museum in the “Historical Events” and the content of the authorization letter issued by the Palace Museum to the Sichuan liquor company were facts. However, on this basis, when promoting the products involved, the Sichuan liquor company failed to disclose to consumers the fact that the authorization letter issued by the Palace Museum has expired, and its claim that the products sold in the online store were “the designated liquor of the Palace Museum.” Such publicity will cause confusion among consumers. Consumers are likely to misunderstand and falsely believe that the allegedly infringing goods still have valid authorization from the Palace Museum, which constitutes false or misleading commercial propaganda as stipulated in Article 8 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. At the same time, since the above-mentioned behavior has been determined as false propaganda, the use of the full name of the Palace Museum will no longer be separately determined as an act of unfair competition that uses a company name without authorization.

2. A color combination trademark application failed to be approved in the second instance appeal

A company applied for registration of the “[image: ]” mark (“Disputed Mark”) on “agricultural machinery” on November 1, 2021, and was refused. During the review, the CNIPA determined that the representation of the Disputed Mark is simple, it will be difficult for the relevant public to recognize it as a trademark to distinguish the source of the goods if registered on the designated goods. The submitted evidence, including the product promotional videos and brochures, the market share of its product from the China Agricultural Machinery Industry Association, statements on sales, store photos, audit reports, tax payment certificates, honorary certificates, award certificates, exhibition and campaign pictures, articles on periodicals and magazines, CCTV news reports, etc., are insufficient to prove that the Disputed Mark has been used to obtain distinctive features and can easily be identified. Therefore, the Dispute Mark shall be rejected based on Article 11.1.3 of the Trademark Law.

The applicant appealed to the court, and supplemented additional evidence of domestic and foreign sales contracts and invoices, overseas trademark registration certificates, granted invention patent information, etc. to prove that after extensive use and publicity, the Disputed Mark has gained a high reputation and has established a unique corresponding relationship with the applicant, thereby bearing the distinctiveness to identify the source of goods.

The Beijing Intellectual Property Court found that:

First, the Disputed Mark is a color combination consisting of red and light gray. Its color and combination are relatively ordinary, and its expression is relatively common. If the color combination specified by the Disputed Mark is used on “agricultural machinery,” the relevant public tends to recognize it as an expression of the appearance and decoration of the goods rather than a mark that distinguishes the source of goods. Therefore, the Disputed Mark does not have the inherent distinctive features that a trademark should have.

Second, according to the evidence submitted, when the applicant uses a red and light gray color combination in designated locations on agricultural machinery such as harvesters and tractors, it usually also displays the “Wo De in Chinese” logo on a prominent position on the fuselage. When relevant public seeing agricultural machinery products, it is easier to recognize the word mark rather than the color as a mark to distinguish the source of the product.

Finally, regarding the applicant’s claim that the Disputed Mark has acquired distinctive features through use, this court found that although the evidence can prove that the agricultural machinery produced by the applicant in recent years has a relatively high sales share in the industry and has also achieved a certain degree of fame, the use and publicity reports and honorary materials mainly reflect the commercial use of “Wo De in Chinese” mark. In most cases, the Disputed Mark was only used as the background color of “Wo De in Chinese.” The said evidence was insufficient to prove that the Disputed Mark has obtained distinctive features and can act as an identification for ordinary consumers to distinguish the source of goods just by being used as the background color of a logo such as “Wo De in Chinese.”

In sum, the existing evidence is insufficient to prove that the Disputed Mark has gained a certain degree of fame in actual use and can play a role in distinguishing the source of goods, thereby obtaining distinctiveness that can be approved for registration.

The applicant appealed to the second instance court, however, the appeal was dismissed and the original judgment was affirmed.
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										Application of the “Other Unjustified Means” under Article 44 Paragraph 1 of the New Trademark Law

																			

									
										Appointed Translators: Jason WANG / Austin CHANG, Beijing East IP Law Firm
Author: Baoqing ZANG, Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB)
Original Chinese text: China Industry and Commerce Newspaper June 21, 2016
									

								
							
	
								
									
										Well-Known Mark Recognitions in China – Part I

																			

									
										Securing well-known mark (WKM) recognitions in China can give a broader protection to brand owners in both administrative and judicial disputes. 
									

								
							
	
								
									
										Some Essential Aspects of Utility Model Patent in China

																			

									
										China has three types of patents, i.e., invention, utility model, and design. The utility model patent does not have the counterpart in some other jurisdictions such as the USA, so some essential aspects of the utility model patent will be introduced below for better understanding of it.
									

								
							
	
								
									
										Can a Markush Claim be Split?

																			

									
										On December 20, 2017, in the Patent Reexamination Board of SIPO (PRB) v. Beijing Winsunny Harmony Science & Technology Co., Ltd. ((2016)最高法行再41号), the Supreme Court held that a Markush claim, when drawn to a class of chemical compounds, should be interpreted as a set of Markush elements rather than a set of independent specific compounds. The present case is a petition for retrial filed by the PRB, requesting the Supreme Court to review the second-instance decision made by the Beijing High People’s Court (“High Court”). In reversing the PRB’s decision in the invalidation proceedings instituted by Beijing Winsunny Harmony Science & Technology Co., Ltd. (“Winsunny”), the High Court recognized a Markush claim as claiming a set of parallel technical solutions. 
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